Committee Members:
Mario Aguilar - Chair
Nobert Tan – Vice Chair
Rosa Balderrama – Secretary
Oscar Bermudez
Laura Torres
Fernando Torres
Linda Aguilar

CITIZENS' OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEETING, 2016
November 2, 2016
5:30 p.m.

NOTICE AND AGENDA

2500 E Vineyard Ave #100
Oxnard, CA 93036

CALL TO ORDER 5:30 p.m.

1. WELCOME

2. DETERMINE WHICH MEMBERS WILL BE TWO YEAR TERM MEMBERS AND WHICH WILL BE THREE YEAR TERM MEMBERS

3. PUBLIC COMMENT

4. REPORTS FROM DISTRICT STAFF
   - G.O. Bond Expenditure Update
   - Future G.O. Bond Projects

5. RIO STEAM ACADEMY PROGRESS REPORT


7. QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS